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The GRAND digitizer

Abstract

This note describes the four channel low-power 500 megasamples per sec-
ond digitizer that was built to be used as the Grand digitizer to record
signals of the radio antennas that detect cosmic rays. The digitizer uses
fast ADCs, a GPS receiver and an FPGA with embedded ARM CPU to
convert, store and transmit data wireless to the central data acquisition
system. The functionality is explained, as well as the various internal regis-
ters and the format of the data that the firmware sends out to the wireless
transmitter.
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Document Change Record
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1.1 12-Mar-2021 First version Grand digitizer

1.2 05-Jan-2022 Added filters

1.3 25-Jan-2022 Sensors readout via I2C; added battery limits

1.4 20-Apr-2022 Smaller trace and readout fifos, choice of EventFifoFull, LED’s connected
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1 Introduction

Radboud University Nijmegen has produced a four channel low-power 500 Msps digitizer
with wireless control and readout.

1.1 Digitizer specifications

The main specifications of the digitizer are given in the table below.

parameter value

number of ADC channels 4

analog input range -900 mV to +900 mV

variable input gain -12 dB to 22 dB

analog bandwidth 200 MHz

filter type bandpass 30-200 MHz

ADC sample clock frequency 500 MHz

resolution 14 bit ADC

maximum readout/sample time per channel 32 microseconds

interface type wireless ethernet

readout speed (FPGA to internal PS) 400 MByte/s ?

GPS time resolution 10 nanoseconds
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2 Digitizer operation

2.1 ADC gain and baseline adjustment

The analog input is sampled with a 14 bit amplitude resolution and the ADC values are
stored in a 14 bit memory. The data will be sent to the Processing System (PS part of
the FPGA)

The gain of each input preamplifier can be adjusted via the I2C interface. The measured
baseline of each channel can be integrated over a selectable time frame. This moving av-
erage will be subtracted from the ADC value before it is used in the trigger logic, i.e. the
ADC input is compared with the threshold value for this channel. There are adjustable
maximum and minimum ADC values that can be set to exclude big disturbances on the
ADC inputs which would inject a big error on the integrated baseline calculation. The de-
fault for the maximum value (“basemax”) is 0x2800 and the minimum value (“basemin”)is
0x1800. These values represent limits of approximately 1/4*fullscale voltage above and
below the baseline of the input signal. (The baseline equals to 0 Volt, in binary offset
encoding this is 0x2000.) See also figure below.

The integration time can be set with the “inttime” parameter. The value can be a number
from 0 to 15. This number is the power of 2 and has to be multiplied with 4ns to roughly
get the integration time. For example, a value of 9 sets the integration time to (2**9) *
4 ns = 2048 ns. There are exceptions for the values 0, 1 and 2. When the value is 0, the
integration is turned off and the baseline is fixed to the center value of the ADC range,
thus 0. The parameter value 1 sets the integration time to 4 ns and the value 2 sets the
integration time to 8 ns.
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2.2 The channel trigger logic

In order to decide whether a signal from an antenna is interesting, the FPGA uses a set
of parameters that are applied to the digitized signal. The figure below shows how these
parameters are used to fire the channel trigger of the digitizer.

The orange dots show where the signal crosses the threshold levels. The number of
positive going threshold crossings and the time in which they occur, have to meet several
conditions as specified by the following parameters:

• Tprev (previous) is the time during which there are no T1-threshold (signal) cross-
ings allowed. This time may be set to values ranging from 0 to 255 times 5 ns, so
the maximum is 1275 ns.

• Tper (period) is the time during which the rising T2-threshold (noise) crossings are
counted (in NC) starting from a valid T1-crossing. This time may be set to values
ranging from 0 to 255 times 25 ns, so the maximum is 6375 ns.

• TCmax is the maximum time allowed between the T2-threshold crossings. This time
may be set to values ranging from 0 to 255 times 5 ns, so the maximum is 1275 ns.

• NCmin is the minimum number of T2-threshold crossings. This number may be set
to values ranging from 0 to 255.

• NCmax is the maximal number of T2-threshold crossings. This number may be set
to values ranging from 0 to 255.

T1!

T2!

baseline!

Tper!

Tcmax!

Tpr!

Pmax!

TRIGGER!

During Tper, the number of rising T2-threshold crossings is counted and the maximum
pulse value (Pmax) is determined. If the signal has met the parameters above at the
end of Tper, the number of T2-threshold crossings and maximum pulse value is known.
If the number of T2-threshold crossings is higher than a certain minimum (NCmin) and
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less than a certain maximum (NCmax), the number of T2-threshold crossings (NC) and
maximum signal pulse value (Pmax) is latched for the next decision. Note that NC is set
to one at the start of the period Tper.

After these requirements are met, the integrated baseline (Base) is subtracted from the
maximum signal pulse value (Pmax) and divided by NC. The value of this division must
also be higher than a minimum (Qmin) and less than a maximum (Qmax).

• Qmin is the minimum of (Pmax-Base)/NC. This number may be set to values from
0 to 255.

• Qmax is the maximum of (Pmax-Base)/NC. This number may be set to values from
0 to 255.

2.3 The calculation of the right event time

The FPGA generates “event message” data and “second message” data. The “event
message” contains the sampled ADC channel data accompanied by a GPS time stamp
that will show the date and time (formatted as ddmmyyy hhmmss) when the event trigger
occurred. To get the event time in nanosecond accuracy, we need a counter that records
the time (in steps of approximately 2 ns because we use a 500 MHz clock) between two
“one second pulses” (1PPS) of the GPS module. Each time that a 1PPS pulse arrives, the
value of this counter is stored as the current CTP (Count Ticks between 1PPS signals)
value. Each time that a trigger signal is set, the counter value is stored as the CTD value
(Count Ticks Delta since last 1PPS signal). It is obvious that at the trigger time, one can
only attach the previous CTP value to the data of this event trigger, because the counter
is still running since the previous 1PPS pulse. The CTD value is also attached to the
data of this event trigger. An example of the “data messages” and “second messages”
from the FPGA to the PS (Processing System of the FPGA) is given here.
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The CTP value belonging to the CTD value of trigger Sn, will be sent in the “second
message” data of trigger Sn+1. The CTD/CTP ratio has to be multiplied with the “real”
second time expressed in nanoseconds. The time between two 1PPS signals (CTP) should
be exactly one second, but unfortunately the 1PPS signals have a time error with respect
to the “real” second time. These errors are called the quantization errors and can be
read from the “second message” data. The Quantization Error 1 value for the “event
message” data of trigger Sn is transferred in the “second message” data of trigger Sn+1.
The Quantization Error 2 value is transferred in the “second message” data of trigger
Sn+2.

To calculate the exact event time we have to account for various errors in the time values.
First the ratio between CTD and CTP has to be calculated. The ratio CTD/CTP is
expressed in nanoseconds and it has to be added with a time offset, that is is the sum
of the Quantization Error 1 and the Synchronization Error. The synchronisation the
asynchroneous 1PPS signal with the 500 MHz clock, causes a synchronization uncertainty
of one clock cycle, i.e. 2 ns. The sampling period is reduced to 1 ns by clocking the 1PPS
signal on both the rising and falling edge of the 500 MHz system clock. The rising edge
also clocks the CTP and CTD counter and it handles the 1PPS signal. The register bit
that holds the falling edge result of the 1PPS is fed into bit 31 of the CTP register and
it can be used to adjust the synchronization error by 1.0 ns.

2.4 The readout time windows

There are three time windows which control the sample of ADC values to store and read
out of the channel memory. Concatenated they enclose the total time frame of the event
data that is stored and read out.

• The Pre Coincidence time window.
It can be set from 0 to 32000 ns (0 to 16000 steps of 2 ns).

• The Coincidence time window.
It can be set from 0 to 32000 ns (0 to 16000 steps of 2 ns).

• The Post Coincidence time window.
It can be set from 0 to 32000 ns (0 to 16000 steps of 2 ns).
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The total time (sum of the three windows) must be less than or equal to 32768 ns (16384
steps of 2 ns) because of the limits of the internal channel memory. The firmware expect
each time window to be less or equal than 32000 ns, the minimum value is 64 ns and each
value must be divisible by 16!

One parameter list specifies the four pairs of “pre-coincidence” and “post-coincidence”
read out windows for the individual channel 1 . . . 4. The “coincidence” read out window
is common for all channels.

Note that the actual event time of a trigger is latched. The event time value consists of
the GPS time stamp, the CTP (Count Ticks between 1PPS, i.e. the actual value of the
500 MHz clock frequency) and the CTD value (Count Ticks Delta since last 1PPS signal).
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3 Digitizer setup

The digitizer is very flexible in the way that a trigger can be generated. The ADC signals
are continueously stored into the channel memory and when a trigger is accepted, the
contents of this memory is “frozen” until is has been read out. There are two channel
memories per ADC input, so two consecutive triggers (withing a very short interval) can
be stored. Several parameters can be loaded into the FPGA registers that control the
function of the digitizer. Some may be used to set filter parameters for the four individual
analog input channels, others to select the various trigger modes and to adjust the time
windows of the data to be read out. The register table shows all parameters, some consist
of one byte, others have two bytes. The parameters are packed into registers of 32 bits.
All registers can be read and written in random order via the AXI interface.

3.1 Digitizer mode parameters

This list of general parameters can set the mode of operation, select trigger sources and
preset the common coincidence read out time window. Most registers are 16 bits or
“uint16”, some are divided in two bytes. The AXI-register number is the index into the
“uint32” array of AXI registers.

AXI- register description

register address bits 15 . . . 8 bits 7 . . . 0

0 0x000 Digitizer Control register

0x002 Trigger Enable Mask

1 0x004 Test Pulse rate divider Channel Read out Enable

0x006 Common Coincidence read out time

2 0x008 Input Selector for Readout Channels

0x00A spare-1

3 0x00C Battery Limit High

0x00E Battery Limit Low

3.1.1 Digitizer Control register

The digitizer control register enables the main functions in the FPGA.

bit 15 bit 14 bit 13 bit 12 bit 11 bit 10 bit 9 bit 8

Enable Force Force Enable Enable Enable Enable

auto reset firmware firmware Filter nr.4 Filter nr.3 Filter nr.2 Filter nr.1

timeout reset A+X reset A unused

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

EventData 1PPS DAQ

Full from enable enable

unused unused unused unused unused DMA Fifo
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• When data bit 0 of the digitizer control register is ‘0’, all triggers are disabled and
no measurement data will be sent to the PS. Set this bit to ‘1’ when the PS is ready
to accept data.

• With bit 1 of the digitizer control register, the 1PPS message is enabled to be sent
to the PS. On default (after power up or after a soft reset), this bit is off and no
1PPS messages are sent to the PS. This ensures that no messages are sent while the
PS is still initializing. Upon power up or a soft reset, the FPGA keeps the interface
signals to the PS in an ‘off’ state for approximately 10 seconds.

• With bit 2 of the digitizer control register, the logic chooses which Event Data output
fifo is able to control the full condition for the readout logic (full means block all
triggers). When bit 2 is ‘0’, the “slow” readout fifo is chosen, when ‘1’ the control
is given to the DMA fifo.

• When bit 8, 9, 10 or 11 of the digitizer control register is set, the IIR notch filter
number 1, 2, 3 or 4 for the ADC channels 1 . . . 4 is turned on, before this data is
fed into the trigger logic. The data read out from each channel (1 . . . 4) is the raw
ADC data. For test purposes, the filtered data can be read out via on of the readout
channels (1 . . . 4). The selection can be done via the Input Selector (reg. 0x008).

• Bit 13 forces an immediate reset of the firmware. This will clear the fifo’s, readout
logic and state machines (FSM’s) in the clock domain A (500 MHz) only. Note that
AXI registers will not be reset.

• Bit 14 forces an immediate reset of the firmware. This will clear the fifo’s and all
internal logic and state machines (FSM’s) in clock domains A (500 MHz) and X (100
MHz). Note that AXI registers will not be reset.

• Bit 15 enables the auto reset feature that will reset the firmware if no triggers have
been accepted for readout for more than 5 minutes. Note that AXI registers will not
be reset.

3.1.2 Trigger Enable Mask register

There is a parameter that should be used to enable all kinds of trigger sources, as shown
in the table below.

bit 15 bit 14 bit 13 bit 12 bit 11 bit 10 bit 9 bit 8

Enable Enable Enable Enable

unused unused unused unused Channel 4 Channel 3 Channel 2 Channel 1

trigger trigger trigger trigger

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

Enable Enable Enable Enable Enable Enable Enable

Ch.1 Calibration 10 seconds External Not Ch.1 Red. Ch1 Ch.3

and Ch.2 (test pulse) and Ch.2 and Ch.2 and Ch.4

trigger trigger trigger trigger unused trigger trigger trigger

• Bits 11 thru 8 enable the trigger logic for the input channels 1 thru 4. Note that a
channel can not generate a trigger when it is not enabled for read out.

• Bit 7 enables a trigger when both input channel 1 and 2 cross the trigger threshold.
• The Calibration trigger (bit 6) is generated by a very slow internal pulse generator

(20 Hz) and it may be used by the software to get uncorrelated event triggers. The
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board does no longer have special circuitry for channel calibration; the name of this
random trigger is kept for historical reasons.

• The “10 seconds” trigger (enabled by bit 5), generated once per 10 seconds by the
1PPS pulse from the GPS module, provides an uncorrelated event trigger that can
be used to sample background noise on the input channels.

• The External trigger enable (bit 4) enables both the external input and the internal
test pulse trigger generator. The frequency of the internal pulse generator can be set
via the Test Pulse Rate Divider register to values of 0 Hz . . . 1 MHz. The GRAND
board has no real external trigger input, but the name is kept for historical reasons.

• Bit 2 enables the capability to trigger on the logical combination of ”NOT Channel
1 AND Channel 2”.

• Bit 1 enables the trigger on the condition that both Channel 1 AND Channel 2 fulfill
the trigger requirement AND that the maximum signal on Channel 2 (E/W) must
be higher then the maximum signal on Channel 1 (N/S).

• Bit 0 enables a trigger when both input channel 3 and 4 cross the trigger threshold.

Note that the Trigger Pattern value in the Event Data, shows the actual valid trigger
types that fired for that event. There may be multiple valid trigger types, even if those
sources were not enabled in the register above.

3.1.3 Test Pulse Rate Divider and Channel Readout Enable

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Test Pulse Rate Divider Single Test Pulse 0 0 0 Channel Readout Enable

This register holds two 8 bit values: channel readout enable and test pulse rate divider.

Channel Readout Enable

The channel readout enable parameter should be used to select which channels are to be
read out and thus which channels can be activated in the trigger logic. With bits 0 thru 3
of this parameter, the read out of input channels 1 thru 4 are enabled for data read out.
Bit 7 fires one single test pulse that can be used for a test trigger (see below). The bit
must be set and cleared to get one test pulse (keep cleared otherwise).

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

Fire Channel 4 Channel 3 Channel 2 Channel 1

Single unused unused unused read out read out read out read out

Test Pulse enable enable enable enable
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Test pulse rate divider

A non-zero value loaded into the test pulse rate divider register, will generate random test
pulses at a predefined rate. The rate value comes from a modified function of 1000000/N
[Hz], where N must be greater than 0. When a value of zero is used for N, the test pulses
are stopped. The maximum rate is 1000000 Hz and the minimum is 124 Hz. The following
table shows the frequency for a set of rate divider numbers.
Note that is also possible to fire a single test pulse via the register above!

The internal Test Pulse has two applications. When the Enable External Trigger bit is
set, each test pulse will directly generate a trigger for the readout of the input channels.
When the ADC input emulator is turned on, each test pulse will start the preloaded data
pattern to be injected into the channel inputs. If the trigger logic fires a trigger based on
the input channels, the trigger is accepted and the readout of the channels will be started.
If this is expected, one can turn off the Enable External Trigger bit and only keep the
Enable Channel Trigger bits turned on.

The following table shows the frequency for a set of rate divider numbers.

Rate Divider Frequency (Hz) Rate Divider Frequency (Hz)

0x00 0 0xA0 1008

0x01 1000000 0xA3 919

0x02 500000 0xA8 801

0x03 333333 0xAD 710

0x04 250000 0xB5 600

0x05 200000 0xBF 504

0x06 166666 0xC3 452

0x07 142857 0xC7 405

0x08 125000 0xCD 351

0x09 111111 0xD4 303

0x0A 100000 0xDF 250

0x14 50000 0xE7 201

0x19 40000 0xEB 182

0x24 25000 0xEE 170

0x29 20000 0xF1 160

0x31 15151 0xF4 150

0x41 10000 0xF8 140

0x47 8064 0xF9 137

0x5A 5000 0xFA 135

0x63 4032 0xFB 132

0x76 2500 0xFC 130

0x94 1250 0xFF 124
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3.1.4 Common Coincidence readout time window

The Common Coincidence readout time window can be set in units of 2 ns, but its value
must be a multiple of 16, a minimum value of 32 and the maximum value is 16000, which
results in a window of 32 us. This is the common value that is used for the coincidence
time for all 4 input channels. The maximum total number of samples that can be readout
is 16384. The Common Coincidence read out time window can be set from 32 to 16000.
(0 to 16383 steps of 2 ns) via this parameter.

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Common Coincidence Time

3.1.5 Input Selector for Readout Channel

For each readout channel one can select which ADC input signal or which ADC IIR filter
output is actually read out. The default value of this register is 0x3210.

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 Selector Readout Ch.4 0 Selector Readout Ch.3 0 Selector Readout Ch.2 0 Selector Readout Ch.1

The selector bits are defined as follows:
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Selector Selected Input

0 ADC Input 1

1 ADC Input 2

2 ADC Input 3

3 ADC Input 4

4 ADC Input 1, IIR Filter output

5 ADC Input 2, IIR Filter output

6 ADC Input 3, IIR Filter output

7 ADC Input 4, IIR Filter output

3.1.6 Parameter spare-1

There is one 16-bit spare registers in this list and its function is not yet defined.

3.1.7 Parameters for Battery Limits

There are two parameters to define the working limits for the battery. If the voltage is
below the Battery Limit Low, the operation of the digitizer is unsafe/unstable and the
power of non-vital sub-units will be turned off. If the voltage is higher than Battery
Limit High, all sub-units will return to normal operating mode. The value to put into
the register is to be calculated from: voltage*18*4096/(2.5*(18+91)).

3.2 Digitizer window parameters

The Pre Coincidenc read out time window and the Post Coincidenc read out time window
can be set for each individual channel, while the Coincidence read out time window is
common for all 4 channels. The windows can be set in units of 2 ns using the following
list, but its value must be a multiple of 16, a minimum value of 32 and the maximum
value is 16000 (window time is 32 us). The maximum total number of samples that can
be readout is 16384.

AXI- register description

register address bits 15 . . . 0

4 0x010 Pre coincidence read out time for Channel 1

0x012 Post coincidence read out time for Channel 1

5 0x014 Pre coincidence read out time for Channel 2

0x016 Post coincidence read out time for Channel 2

6 0x018 Pre coincidence read out time for Channel 3

0x01A Post coincidence read out time for Channel 3

7 0x01C Pre coincidence read out time for Channel 4

0x01E Post coincidence read out time for Channel 4
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3.3 Channel property parameters

There are four indentically formatted sets of Channel Property Parameters for the four
input channels. All 4 sets are shown below.

AXI- register description

register address bits 15 . . . 8 bits 7 . . . 0

- - for input channel 1 :

8 0x020 gain setting

0x022 integration time offset correction

9 0x024 base maximum

0x026 base minimum

10 0x028 spare-1 (unused)

0x02A spare-2 (unused)

- - for input channel 2 :

11 0x02C gain setting

0x02E integration time offset correction

12 0x030 base maximum

0x032 base minimum

13 0x034 spare-1 (unused)

0x036 spare-2 (unused)

- - for input channel 3 :

14 0x038 gain setting

0x03A integration time offset correction

15 0x03C base maximum

0x03E base minimum

16 0x040 spare-1 (unused)

0x042 spare-2 (unused)

- - for input channel 4 :

17 0x044 gain setting

0x046 integration time offset correction

18 0x048 base maximum

0x04A base minimum

19 0x04C spare-1 (unused)

0x04E spare-2 (unused)

3.3.1 Parameters for ADC gain and offset adjust

The four ADC’s of the four input channels can be individually adjusted in gain by loading
the respective parameters in these lists. The gain is adjusted via a DAC that receives
the setting value via the I2C bus. The offset value was formerly available to ensure that
an ADC input signal of 0 Volt produces a zero value at the output of the ADC. In the
current design this is not available, however the register is kept for possible future use.
All channel properties are copied into the event data.
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3.3.2 Parameters for ADC baseline adjust

For the baseline adjustment, the respective parameters set the maximum and minimum
ADC values to exclude big disturbances on the ADC inputs and the integration time for
the moving average.

3.3.3 Parameters spare-1 and spare-2

The parameters spare-1 and spare-2 are not yet used.

3.4 Channel trigger parameters

There are four indentically formatted sets of Channel Trigger parameters for the four
input channels.

AXI- register description

register address bits 15 . . . 8 bits 7 . . . 0

- - for input channel 1 :

20 0x050 signal threshold (T1)

0x052 noise threshold (T2)

21 0x054 tper, period time tprev, previous time

0x056 ncmax, max. threshold crossings tcmax, max. time between crossings

22 0x058 qmax, maximum charge ncmin, min. threshold crossings

0x05A spare-1 (unused) qmin, minimum charge

- - for input channel 2 :

23 0x05C signal threshold (T1)

0x05E noise threshold (T2)

24 0x060 tper, period time tprev, previous time

0x062 ncmax, max. threshold crossings tcmax, max. time between crossings

25 0x064 qmax, maximum charge ncmin, min. threshold crossings

0x066 spare-1 (unused) qmin, minimum charge

- - for input channel 3 :

26 0x068 signal threshold (T1)

0x06A noise threshold (T2)

27 0x06C tper, period time tprev, previous time

0x06E ncmax, max. threshold crossings tcmax, max. time between crossings

28 0x070 qmax, maximum charge ncmin, min. threshold crossings

0x072 spare-1 (unused) qmin, minimum charge

- - for input channel 4 :

29 0x074 signal threshold (T1)

0x076 noise threshold (T2)

30 0x078 tper, period time tprev, previous time

0x07A ncmax, max. threshold crossings tcmax, max. time between crossings

31 0x07C qmax, maximum charge ncmin, min. threshold crossings

0x07E topt, trigger options qmin, minimum charge
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3.4.1 Parameters for trigger thresholds (signal and noise)

The threshold levels for the trigger logic can be set individually per channel and there are
separate thresholds for the signal (T1 threshold) and the noise background (T2 threshold)
for use in the trigger logic.

3.4.2 Parameters for trigger logic

• The parameter Tprev is the time during which there are no T1-threshold crossings
allowed. The time = n * 4 ns, n=0 . . . 255, so the time=0 . . . 1020 ns.

• The parameter Tper is the time during which the rising T2-threshold crossings are
counted (in NC), starting from a valid T1-crossing.
The time = n * 20 ns, n=0 . . . 255, so the time=0 . . . 5100 ns.

• The parameter TCmax is the maximum time allowed between the T2-threshold
crossings. The time = n * 4 ns, n=0 . . . 255, so the time=0 . . . 1020 ns.

• The parameter NCmin is the required minimum number of T2-threshold crossings
(0 . . . 255). The firmware multiplies this number by two, so the range is 0 . . . 510.

• The parameter NCmax is the required maximum number of T2-threshold crossings
(0 . . . 255). The firmware multiplies this number by two, so the range is 0 . . . 510.

• During Tper, the number of rising T2-threshold crossings is counted and the max-
imum pulse value (Pmax) is determined. The parameter Qmax is the required
maximum of Pmax/NC and Qmin is the required minimum of Pmax/NC. Both can
be set in the range 0 . . . 255.

• The parameter TOpt, trigger options allows definitions of extra trigger options:
bit 0: if 0, trigger on a positive ADC signal; if 1: trigger on negative ADC signal.
Other bits are unused.

3.4.3 Parameters for filter settings

The Filter Parameters are the constants for the band filters in the trigger channel logic.
These can be set for each channel separately using the set of registers below. The registers
are ordered as parameters for filter 1: channel-1, channel-2, channel-3 and channel-4; filter
2: channel-1, etc.
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AXI- register description

register address bits 15 . . . 0

32 0x080 Filter-1, Channel-1 constant A1

0x082 Filter-1, Channel-1 constant A2

33 0x084 Filter-1, Channel-1 constant B1

0x086 Filter-1, Channel-1 constant B2

34 0x088 Filter-1, Channel-1 constant B3

0x08A Filter-1, Channel-1 constant B4

35 0x08C Filter-1, Channel-1 constant B5

0x08E Filter-1, Channel-1 constant B6

36 0x090 Filter-1, Channel-2 constant A1

0x092 Filter-1, Channel-2 constant A2

37 0x094 Filter-1, Channel-2 constant B1

0x096 Filter-1, Channel-2 constant B2

38 0x098 Filter-1, Channel-2 constant B3

0x09A Filter-1, Channel-2 constant B4

39 0x09C Filter-1, Channel-2 constant B5

0x09E Filter-1, Channel-2 constant B6

40 0x0A0 Filter-1, Channel-3 constant A1

. . . . . . . . .

94 0x178 Filter-4, Channel-4 constant B3

0x17A Filter-4, Channel-4 constant B4

95 0x17C Filter-4, Channel-4 constant B5

0x17E Filter-4, Channel-4 constant B6

There are four indentically formatted sets of filter parameters for the filters of four input
channels. The addresses are:
AXI-register 32-47, registers 0x080 - 0x0BE for filter 1, input channels 1,2,3,4;
AXI-register 48-63, registers 0x0C0 - 0x0FE for filter 2, input channels 1,2,3,4;
AXI-register 64-79, registers 0x100 - 0x13E for filter 3, input channels 1,2,3,4;
AXI-register 80-95, registers 0x140 - 0x17E for filter 4, input channels 1,2,3,4.

Filter Parameters

Some example values (in hexadecimal) of the filter constants (A1,A2,B1 . . . B6) for an
IIR filter with central frequency (in MHz) and width are given in the table below:

Freq Width A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

168.25 0.99 0xE227 0xF13C 0xEAC7 0x1000 0x1503 0x0FAE 0xFC3A 0x0F5F

99.0 0.99 0x0805 0xF13C 0xF5BB 0x1000 0x0A2B 0x0FAE 0xE719 0x0F5F
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4 Digitizer read out

There is a small set of registers that are intended to control the readout of the digitizer.
The AXI-register number is the index into the “uint32” array of AXI registers.

4.1 Read Out Control registers

AXI- register description

register address bits 31 . . . 16 bits 15 . . . 0

96 0x180 unused

.. . . . . . .

112 0x1C0 Firmware Status register

113 0x1C4 Firmware Date register

114 0x1C8 Board Status

115 0x1CC Board Parameters

116 0x1D0 General Status register

117 0x1D4 General Control register

118 0x1D8 Event/1PPS Fifo Data register

119 0x1DC Load Test Trace Fifo register

120 0x1E0 Battery Voltage

121 0x1E4 Spare

122 0x1E8 unused

.. . . . . . .

127 0x1FC unused

4.1.1 Firmware Status registers

The General Status registers hold the firmware version number and various flag indicating
the status of signals inside the firmware logic (for debugging purposes). The firmware
version numbers are listed near the end of this document. Bits 16 thru 20 are instantaneous
values of internal LED signals for the acceptance of the 1PPS pulse, TenSeconds pulse,
Trigger Accepted pulse, Trigger Inhibited signal (trigger temporarily blocked) and Data
Transfer busy. Bit 21 shows the value of the Event Data Fifo Full flag.

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

Firmware version GPS 0 Event Data Trigger Trigger Ten Seconds 1PPS

number Detected Fifo Transfer Inhibited Accepted signal signal

Full

15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Frequency of 250 MHz clock
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4.1.2 Firmware Date registers

The Firmware Date register holds the creation date of the firmware; the format of the
eight 4-bit digits in the 32 bit word is: YYYYMMDD, e.g. one reads 0x20220430 for a
date of 30 April 2022.

4.2 Battery Voltage

The battery voltage is monitored and the measured value (16 bits) is readable via register
120 (0x1E0). The upper 16 bits are zero.

bits 31 . . . 16 bits 15 . . . 0

0x0000 Battery Voltage value

The voltage can be calculated from: value*2.5*(18+91)/(18*4096).

4.2.1 General Status registers

The General Status register has only three bits that are used as a flag for the empty signal
of the 1PPS data fifo, the Event data fifo (for the “slow” readout) and the Event DMA
data fifo (for the “fast” readout). The bits 31 . . . 29, 27 and bit 23 . . . 0 are unused
(read as ‘0’).

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 . . . 0

0 0 0 ADC 0 Empty Empty Empty 0x000000

Valid Event Event 1PPS

DMA Data Data

Fifo Fifo Fifo unused

4.2.2 General Control register

The General Control register has several bits to control the operation of the Test Trace
Fifo, the Event Fifo and the 1PPS Fifo.

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 . . . 0

Clear 0 Enable Enable Clear 0 Enable 0 0x000000

Trace Read Write DAQ Event

Fifo Trace Trace Fifos Data

unused Fifo Fifo unused Fifo unused unused

4.3 Control of the ADC Test Trace fifo

The firmware has a multiplexer placed at the input stage of the digitizer that chooses
between real ADC data and data from a Test Trace data fifo. The fifo can be loaded
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from the PS. To do so, first clear this fifo by setting and clearing bit 31 of the General
Control register. Then set bit 28 to enable writing data into the fifo: write 32 bit data via
the Load Test Trace Fifo register (AXi-register 119). Each data word must contain two
samples of 16 bits. (signed short integer value). The fifo can accept 2048 words. After
writing your data set, disable write (clear bit 28) and enable reading and injecting this
data into the trigger and read out logic by setting bit 29.

bits 31 . . . 16 bits 15 . . . 0

ADC sample n+1 ADC sample n

The actual injection must be started with a single or repeating test pulse that can be
selected via the Testpulse Rate Divider register or the Channel Enable register. Each
pulse will start one cycle of the read out of the fifo contents. The fifo data is recycled to
the input of the fifo, enabling repeated tests with the same trace data. Depending on the
settings in the trigger logic, this will or will not generate a trigger and read out of the
data. Turn off bit 29 to return to the normal operating mode of the digitizer!

4.4 Read out procedures of the data fifo’s

There are two fifo’s collecting data:

• 1PPS Data Fifo: one 32 bit wide fifo (2048 words deep) for the readout of the 1PPS
(one Pulse Per Second) information coming from the GPS receiver.

• Event Data Fifo: one 32 bit wide fifo (2048 words deep) for the (“slow”) readout of
the event data (parameters and ADC trace data).

Both fifos can to be read out by the Processor System embedded inside the FPGA using
programmed data transfers via the AXI interface, by reading the Event/1PPS Data reg-
ister. It is possible to clear all the fifo’s and their controlling state machines by setting
and clearing bit 27 of the General Control register.

4.4.1 Read out procedure of 1PPS data

To select the Event Fifo for read out via the Event/1PPS Data register (AXI-register
118), you must set bit 25 of the General Control register to ‘0’. The procedure to readout
the 1PPS block should be started only when the 1PPS fifo has data, i.e. the empty flag
in the General Status register must be clear (‘0’). If that is true, read one word (int32)
to make sure that it is the magic word and if that is the case, one can read the next 19
words (int32). Then, check again to see whether the fifo is empty and if not, repeat the
procedure above. If you do not see the magic word, continue reading until you get it or
until the fifo is empty.

Upon reception of the 1PPS pulse from the GPS, the 1PPS fifo is filled with 20 words
(int32) of info, as listed in paragraph 4.6, with a rate of 100 MHz (400 MB/s). The
readout from the PS with programmed data transfers via the AXI interface is slower. So
when the empty flag is clear (‘0’) and once you have read and checked the magic word, it
is safe to read the next words without checking the empty flag.
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4.4.2 “Slow” read out procedure of event data

To select the Event Fifo for read out via the Event/1PPS Data register (register 118), you
must set bit 25 of the General Control register to ‘1’. The procedure to readout the event
data block should be started only when the event fifo has data, i.e. the empty flag in the
General Status register, bit 25, must be clear (‘0’). If that is true, read one word (int32)
to make sure that it is the magic word and if that is the case, one can read the next
words (int32); one can use the count in the lower half of the magic word as the wordcount
divided by 2. Then, check again to see whether the fifo is empty and if not, repeat the
procedure above. If you do not see the magic word, continue reading until you get it or
until the fifo is empty.

Upon reception of a trigger, the event fifo is filled with the ADC data samples (int16),
in two samples per 32-bit word, as listed above, with a rate of 100 MHz (400 MB/s).
The readout from the PS with programmed data transfers via the AXI interface is slower
(approximately 50 MB/s). So when the empty flag is clear (‘0’) and once you have read
and checked the magic word, it is safe to read the next words without checking the empty
flag.

4.4.3 “Fast” read out procedure of event data

The “fast” readout procedure is accomplished via the DMA transfer directly into the
on-board DDR memory. This interface is still under development.

4.5 One Second message (1PPS)

The “One Second” message is a block of data that will become available to the PS after
the reception of the time stamp message from the GPS receiver. The time stamp message
from the GPS receiver will be renewed every second and that information along with a
small set of parameters will be sent to 1PPS Data fifo for the PS. The format of the GPS
time/date stamp is shown below. The CTP (Count Ticks between 1PPS) is a counter
value that represents the number of clock periods of the 500 MHz clock between two 1PPS
signals. The counter will be set to one on a 1PPS signal and it counts (in 2 ns steps) until
the next 1PPS signal. On a 1PPS signal the counter value is stored and the counter is
set to one again. The highest bit of CTP (bit31) is set when there is a synchronization
error. The Quantization Error represents the 1PPS quantization error in units of seconds.
(See GPS receiver documentation for more information.) The GPS Time stamp has the
following format.
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4.5.1 GPS Time Stamp and Status register

example value description (for 13-feb-2021 12:34:56) bytes

0x07e5 Year (from GPS receiver) 2

0x02 Month (from GPS receiver) 1

0x0D Day (from GPS receiver) 1

0x0C Hours (from GPS receiver) 1

0x22 Minutes (from GPS receiver) 1

0x38 Seconds (from GPS receiver) 1

0x01 Status of electronics 1

At the moment only two bits of the status register are implemented while the others are
zero. If bit 0 is set, a GPS receiver module has been detected. If bit 1 is set, the trigger
is temporarily inhibited because both front end memory buffers are filled. As soon as one
buffer has been read out, the flag is automatically cleared.

4.5.2 Status of electronics register

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 Trigger inhibited GPS detected

• bit 0: GPS detected: the firmware has detected reception of timing messages from
the Trimble GPS receiver.

• bit 1: Trigger inhibited: the trigger logic has accepted two consecutive triggers and
is still processing the data transfer. The logic will not accept any new triggers until
the data transfer is done, i.e. all data has been copied to the data fifo and no fifo
full flag and no (DMA) Busy flag from the PS is present.

4.5.3 GPS flags

The 1PPS message contains 4 additional bytes that provide status and flags from the
GPS receiver.

name bytes info

UTC Offset 2 leap second offset between GPS and UTC

GPS Timing flags 1 details: see Resolution-T GPS user guide pages 77 . . . 81

GPS Decoding flags 1 details: see Resolution-T GPS user guide pages 77 . . . 81
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4.5.4 GPS Timing flags

The GPS Timing flags are defined as:

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

n.u. n.u. n.u. 0: time from GPS 0: have UTC info 0: time is set 0: GPS 1PPS 0: GPS time

n.u. n.u. n.u. 1: time from user 1: no UTC info 1: time is not set 1: UTC 1PPS 1: UTC time

The UTC Offset (signed integer value) is the current leap second offset between GPS and
UTC according to the relationship: Time(UTC) = Time(GPS - UTC Offset. The UTC
Offset information is reported to resolution-T by the GPS system and can take up to 12.5
minutes to obtain. More details: see Resolution-T GPS user guide pages 77 . . . 81.

The GPS Decoding status byte may have one of the following values:

• 0x00 : doing fixes
• 0x01 : do not have GPS time
• 0x03 : PDOP (Position Dilution of Position error) is too high
• 0x08 : no usable satellites
• 0x09 : only 1 usable satellite
• 0x0A : only 2 usable satellites
• 0x0B : only 3 usable satellites
• 0x0C : the chosen satellite is unusable
• 0x10 : TRAIM (TimingReceiverAutonomousIntegrityMonitor) rejected the fix

For more information, see The GPS receiver manual (ICM/RES SMT 360).

4.6 1PPS information read out

The data of the 1PPS information is sent as a block of 40 short words (int16) to the Pro-
cessing System (PS) via a 32 bit fifo. The first 32 bit word is a magic word (0xFACE0028)
that serves as a recognizable word to make sure one correctly gets the block boundaries.
The magic word also carries the short word count. The full block of (int16) words is listed
below.
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4.6.1 1PPS data format

index contents of int16 word

0 0x0028 (part of magic word, wordcount of (int16) words): 40.

1 0xFACE (part of magic word)

2 Trigger Pattern (bits defined as in Trigger Enable register)

3 Trigger rate (stamped by last 1PPS)

4 CTD (lsb) (stamped by last trigger)

5 CTD (msb) (counts 500 MHz clockpulses from 1PPS to trigger)

6 CTP (lsb) (stamped by last 1PPS)

7 CTP (msb) (counts 500 MHz clockpulses between two 1PPS signals)

8 PPS Offset (lsb)

9 PPS Offset (msb)

10 GPS UTC offset

11 GPS Dec Status, UTC Timing flag

12 GPS Critical Alarm, Receiver Mode

13 GPS Minor Alarms

14 GPS year (stamped by trigger)

15 GPS day, GPS month

16 GPS minute, GPS hour

17 Status, GPS second

18 GPS Longitude (lsb) (stamped by last 1PPS) (double)

19 GPS Longitude

20 GPS Longitude

21 GPS Longitude (msb)

22 GPS Latitude (lsb) (double)

23 GPS Latitude

24 GPS Latitude

25 GPS Latitude (msb)

26 GPS Altitude (lsb) (double)

27 GPS Altitude

28 GPS Altitude

29 GPS Altitude (msb)

30 GPS Temperature (lsb) (float)

31 GPS Temperature (msb)

32 spare

33 Atmospheric temperature (read via I2C)

34 Atmospheric pressure

35 Atmospheric humidity

36 Accelerometer X

37 Accelerometer Y

38 Accelerometer Z

39 Battery voltage
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4.7 ADC Trace data or Digitizer Unit data

On the reception of a trigger signal, the ADC Trace data will be sent to the computer
using the format shown below. The ADC produces signed 14 bit values and this value is
sign extended into a 16 bit number. The ADC values are thus transferred as signed short
integer values of 2 bytes (int16).

The header of the event data (64 words int16) is also transferred by the firmware. Some
values are fixed withing the firmware, while others are simply placeholders for information
that is only available in the PS. The following part is a copy of all 96 registers (192 words)
of the parameters settings on the digitizer. Thus the header (in total 256 words) is then
followed by the ADC data of three or four channels. Note that the Trigger Pattern shows
which of the trigger sources (more than one may be present) fired to actually the trigger
the digitizer. The bits correspond to the bits in the Trigger Enable Mask register.

Note that the Processing System (PS) software will overwrite the magic word with an
event ID. More of the first 24 words in the block are to be filled in by the PS software.
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4.7.1 Event format Digitizer Unit

index contents of int16 word

0 Length (number of int16 words)

1 Event ID (the firmware sends a magic word 0xADC0 here)

2 Hardware ID

3 Header length: 256 (number of int16 words)

4 Seconds (lsb)

5 Seconds (msb)

6 Nanoseconds (lsb)

7 Nanoseconds (msb)

8 Trigger position (sample number of trigger)

9 Trigger T3 flag

10 spare 1

11 spare 2

12 spare 3

13 spare 4

14 spare 5

15 spare 6

16 spare 7

17 Atmospheric temperature (read via I2C)

18 Atmospheric pressure

19 Atmospheric humidity

20 Accelerometer X

21 Accelerometer Y

22 Accelerometer Z

23 Battery voltage

24 Format Version

25 ADC sample frequency

26 ADC resolution

27 Input selection

28 DAQ Channel Enable

29 Total number of samples divided by 16 (!)

30 Samples in channel 1

31 Samples in channel 2

32 Samples in channel 3

33 Samples in channel 4

34 Trigger Pattern (bits defined as in Trigger Enable register)

35 Trigger rate (stamped by last 1PPS)

36 CTD (lsb) (stamped by last trigger)

37 CTD (msb) (counts 500 MHz clockpulses from 1PPS to trigger)

38 CTP (lsb) (stamped by last 1PPS)

39 CTP (msb) (counts 500 MHz clockpulses between two 1PPS signals)
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index contents of int16 word

40 PPS Offset (lsb)

41 PPS Offset (msb)

42 GPS UTC offset

43 GPS Dec Status, UTC Timing flag

44 GPS Critical Alarm, Receiver Mode

45 GPS Minor Alarms

46 GPS year (stamp by trigger)

47 GPS day, month

48 GPS minute, hour

49 Status, GPS second

50 GPS Longitude (lsb) (stamped by last 1PPS) (double)

51 GPS Longitude

52 GPS Longitude

53 GPS Longitude (msb)

54 GPS Latitude (lsb) (double)

55 GPS Latitude

56 GPS Latitude

57 GPS Latitude (msb)

58 GPS Altitude (lsb) (double)

59 GPS Altitude

60 GPS Altitude

61 GPS Altitude (msb)

62 GPS Temperature (lsb) (float)

63 GPS Temperature (msb)

64 control parameters (8 int16 words)

72 window parameters (8 int16 words)

80 channel property parameters (4 x 6 int16 words)

104 trigger parameters (4 x 6 int16 words)

128 filter parameters filter 1 (ch1,ch2,ch3,ch4)

160 filter parameters filter 2 (ch1,ch2,ch3,ch4)

192 filter parameters filter 3 (ch1,ch2,ch3,ch4)

224 filter parameters filter 4 (ch1,ch2,ch3,ch4)

256 ADC data channel 1 (max. 16320 samples per channel)

... ADC data ...

... ADC data channel 2

... ADC data channel 3

... ADC data channel 4
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5 Firmware versions

version date info

0x01 20210301 first version for Grand Digitizer

0x02 20211111 readout of 2 samples at 250 MHz

0x03 20220127 readout of sensors via firmware and I2C bus

6 LEDs on the digitizer boards

There are several LEDs mounted on the digitizer board that display information about
the status of the electronics. The state of the LED signals is also routed to the Firmware
Status register.

function

Board LED# FPGA name Ease Schematics

One Second Pulse (1PPS) D0 LED(0) ONESEC

Ten Second Pulse D1 LED(1) TENSEC

Trigger Active D2 LED(2) CoincToEnd

Trigger Inhibited D3 LED(3) BlockCoinc

Data Transfer D4 LED(4) DataSend

7 References

The GPS receiver module (ICM/RES SMT 360): https://www.trimble.com
https://timing.trimble.com/products/gnss-receivers/res-smt-360-multi-gnss-timing-module/
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